MORTON E. HARKIS (a) O(Co(t)) = {I} and
(b) Co(t) has a normal subgroup $3 of odd index p such that 5 s Spin(2n + 1, K) fey some positive integer n > 2 and some finite jield K of odd characteristic (here Spin(2n + 1, K) denotes the universal Chevalley group associated with a root system of type (B,) over the jield K).
Then either (i) G = O(G) Cc(t) OY
(ii) n = 4 and G g (u> F,(K) where (T is an automorphism of Fa(K) of order p induced by an automorphism of order p of the jield K.
Inparticular, when p = 1, we obtain a characterization of F,(K).
The proof of the theorem follows a fairly standard pattern. In Section 1, we describe the construction and various properties of Spin(2n + 1, K) for n 3 2. Then, in Section 2, we study the fusion of involutions and we show that if Condition (i) of the theorem does not hold, then n = 4 and G has two conjugacy classes of involutions.
This section closes with the construction of the Weyl group of the (B, N)-pair to be constructed in Section 4. In Section 3, we determine the structure of the centralizer of an involution not conjugate in G to t. In Section 4, we construct a (B, N)-pair and quote the proof of [3, Theorem C] to show that G contains a subgroup G1 s F,(K). Then a standard argument implies that G satisfies Condition (ii) of the theorem.
Our notation is fairly standard and tends to follow that of [7] . In particular, if K is a field, then K+ will denote the additive group of K and KX will denote the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of K. Let X denote a finite group. If A and B are subsets of X and x E X are such that A" = x-l/lx = B, then we shall write x: A -+ B. Moreover, if x:A-tBandx:B~A,weshallwritex:AoB.Ifa,b~X,thenweshall write a N b if there is an x E X such that x: a + b. Finally, if A is a subset of X, then 4(A) will denote the set of involutions of A.
SOME PROPERTIES OF SPIN GROUPS
Let n denote an integer such that n > 2 and let V denote a real Euclidean vector space of dimension n with positive definite scalar product (., .) and orthonormal basis {cl , ~a ,..., E,]. As in [l] , a root system d, of type (B,) consists of the 2n" roots: Also kv has subgroups kpr , L', such that #A 4 I%', @ = IpIwz 1 @r n @'s = (I}, i%'z is elementary abelian of order 2", lp, operates on V by sending ei ++ (&l) ci for all 1 < i < n and where I%71 is the symmetric group on {Q , Ed ,..., c,>.
For an arbitrary finite field K, there exists a K-vector space M and elements x,(K) E GL(M, K) for each s E d, and each K E K such that we may 
for any AI , K, E K, and the map ti H x,(k) is an isomorphism of K+ onto X(s), for any k, , k, E K, if r + s f 0, then
where the product on the right is taken over {ir + js E A, 1 i, j are positive integers} arranged in some fixed order, and where the cij are integers that depend only on Y, s and on the chosen ordering but not on k, or k, , w,x,(k) coil = ~qdck), (l-9) where c = *l is as in [ll, Lemma 19(a)] for all k E K, 4G4 Cl = ~q,.,(k) for all k E KX, (1.10) h,(k,) xT(k2) ks(kJ1 = x,.(k;r3S' k,) (1.11) for all k, E KX, k, E K, and Ukd Uk,) = k@,kJ for all k, , k, E Kx (1.12) and the map k t+ &(k) is an isomorphism of KX onto (h,(k) ( k E: Kx).
Let 4=IKL (1.13) so that q = Pf, (1.14) where p is a prime integer and f is a positive integer.
for each s E A, and H = \'H, / s E A,>.
For convenience, if ai E 357 for 1 < i < n, we set ( where X is a dihedral group of order 8,
w-here X r A'4 , the symmetric group on four symbols.
In both cases x is generated by the images in ?i of the group of "diagonal automorphisms"
and the group of "graph automorphisms" of Spin(4n, K). In both cases, the image in 2 of the group of "diagonal automorphisms" forms a normal 4-subgroup of X that is complemented in x by the image in 2 of the group of "graph automorphisms."
THE FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS IN G
From now on, we assume that G is a finite group satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. In particular, from now on, we assume that K is a finite field of odd characteristic p.
We shall also assume:
(2.1)
Thus it remains to prove that Condition (ii) of the theorem holds.
First, suppose that n = 2 and observe that Spin(5, K) g Sp(4, K), so that & g Sp(4, K) where Z($) = (t). Let T denote a Sylow 2-subgroup of 5. Then T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc(t). Since Z(T) = (t} (cf., [13, proof of Lemma 2.31) it follows that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
Then [13, Lemma 2.31 yields a contradiction to (2.1).
Next suppose that n = 3. Then [lo, Theorem 3.41 implies that t E Z*(G), whence G = O(G) C,(t) and again we contradict (2.1).
Thus for the remainder of this paper, we assume that n 3 4. Clearly we have the following. For convenience, me shall suppress the isomorphism y and we will identify $3 with Spin(2n + 1, K). Th us we shall assume that 5 = Spin(2n + l> K) is as defined in Section 1. Then, the fact that Z(5) = it> yields:
(24 LEMMA 2.4. If T E 9(&(t)) and 7 + t, then there exists a 2-element 0 E 5 such that 8: 7 +-+ Tt.
Proof. Clearly T E !?J and, since char(K) is odd, T is conjugate in !$ to an involution of H (cf., [8, Section 71 ). Consequently we may assume that 7 E H, Thus T has form 7 = hil(-1) k,?(-1) ... hiJ-1) te where Y > I, e E (0, l> and1~i,<i,<~~~<i.,.~n-l.Letv=~~~~+1~j.Then6=w,~ is the required 2-element.
Applying [8, Sections 7 and 81, we may determine a set of representatives for the distinct conjugacy classes of involutions in 5 and their centralizers in !?j. We conclude sj contains [(n/2)] + 1 conjugacy classes of involutions 3, = it, 1, 91 ,.-a, R[n,e~ which can be indexed such that if 7 E J$ with 1 < j < [(n/2)], then 02(C5 (7)) is isomorphic to the central product Spin(4j, K) * Spin(2(n -2j) + 1, K), where
Moreover, we have the following. (ii) esactZy one of the following three conditions hold:
(1) the 2-layer if C,( ) (2) q = 3, 02(02(Crj(~)) is a pzternion group of order 8 with z(02(oz(C&>N> = (0, (3) n is even, C,=,(T) g Spin(2q K) and Z(C,(T)) = D; (iii) ;f or E Y(Co(t)) = 9(Js) with t fr T-~ + T in $3, then C,(T) g CdT1)-
We can now prove the lemma. LEMMA 2.6. n = 4 and there exists an involution 7 in 5 with T # t such that T N t in G and Cub z Spin@, K). Moreover 7 N hl(-1) hs (-1) We also have (2.12) Then we have 
We can now prove the following lemma. Proof. Assume that (t, r) < Z(S) with 7 an involution not t. Clearly we may assume that 7 = t, or 7 = W. Then S < Cg(tl) or S < C,(V). However, the power of 2 appearing in the prime factorizations of I C5W = I Spin@, WI and I Cs(v)l = i SW, Jql" I SP(4, K)l are both less than / S / which is impossible. Thus Z(S) is cyclic and Q,(Z(S)) = <t). s ince S is clearly a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(t), this forces S to be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Since all involutions in H with the exception of t, t, and tt, are conjugate in s to v, we have the following. 
it follows that Z(T) = (t, v). Finally cclc(t) n Z(T) = (t) and T is clearly a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(v, t). Thus T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(v). and / Y/g 1 = 3. Comparing this with
as described in (1.24) and using the fact that ZJ has exactly one conjugacy class of elements of order 3 and that the automorphism y of the root system Jt,) induces an element of order 3 in Out(Spin(8, K)), it follows that there exists an element y E Y -C,(t,) such that y3 E D and such that p induces an automorphism on 5 = C,(t,) = Spin (8, K) , that corresponds to a (possibly trivial) "diagonal automorphism" of Spin(8, K) followed by the "graph automorphism" of Spin 
Then the argument on the first half of [13, p. 5011 together with (2.22) and (2.24) yield (2~)" E C,(02(C8(v))). Then (2.17) and (2.27) imply that (ii) --ZC: wQ t-) w,+~ and Z: C$ H &+a ; (iii) the elements of (WI , W% , G3 , cS,+~ , 17, Z, WIG, , c&c&+~ , Q&.+~ , G&ii, W& C&Z, W~Z) have order 2 ill R, the elements o~(w,G, , o,c~, , w&I~+~ , ii..) have order 3 in IT and c~)~E has order 4 in m.
(iv) .LL is isomorphic to the WeyZgroup of a root system of type (Fd). Also W+Z = C+ZIY = (uJ~"u)" where (w,H)g-' = w,H by (2.26) since y normalizes L(a,). Thus W~.Z has order 2 and similarly G,Z has order 2. This proves (iii) . We have / m 1 = j mr j / ma 1 = 2732 (since / x.a 1 = 6 and -( Nl 1 = 263 by (2.31)), N = (62 , wa , zc, z) and these involutions ~a , cij, , --u, z satisfy (iii) . On the other hand, the Weyl group of a root system of type (F4) also has order 2732, is generated by 4 involutions satisfying relations [6, (2. 2)] and (with these involutions) forms a Coveter system in the sense of [I, Chapter 4, Definition 31. Now (iv) is immediate.
We conclude this section with the lemma. PYOO~. Applying (2.31) and [l, p. 257 (X) and p. 253 (X)], there exists an element w,, E N1 -H satisfying (i) and (iii) and such that (%$,o> = Z(N1) = Z(N2). But the structure of N forces Z(w) to be in Er and, since N1 4 N, (ii) holds.
THE STRUCTURE OF C,Ja)
In this section, we determine the structure of C,(v). Set Note also that
is normalized by % and
Since % is of odd order and H2 is cyclic of order q -1, we have Proof. We already know that N,(L(a + b)) C C,(v) by Lemma 3.3. We shall now apply the clever argument used to prove [9, (3.3) ].
First, we claim that no involution of N&a + 6)) -& is conjugate in C,(v) to an involution of f. For, assume that x E N,(L(a -15)) -$ and Xg = t for some g E C,(v). Since t is a central involution in N&(n imply that hg E 9. But I@ -h in Co(v) so that (3.3) implies that there exists an element g' E $ such that h 89' = lz. But then gg' E C, (h) 
Similarly x + rt in Co@), and our claim is proved. Now let c E C,(v). Since t and (vt)" = vtC are not conjugate in G, <t(vt)") contains an involution 7 such that t, (vt)" E C,(Tj and either t?--t or tr -vt in C,(v) by [14, (21) ]. Since 7 E C,(v, t) -7 N,(L(u + b)) n C,(t), the claim above forces tT to lie in f. Hence +r E 9 and (vt)" E C&, v) 2 iV,(L(u + b)). Since at E f, the claim above forces (vt)" to lie in 6. Hence, as above, there is an element C' E $ such that (vt)""' = gt and, as above, c E ni;;(L(a + b)). Then C,(v) C N,(L(u f b)) and the proof is complete.
THE (BN)-PAIR
In this section we construct a (B, N)-pair of type F,(K) and apply the proof of [3, Theorem C] to show that G has a subgroup G, isomorphic to F,(K). A standard argument then forces G to satisfy condition (ii) of the theorem. (4.14)
Then Qr and Q2 are isomorphic generalized quaternion 2-groups, Z(Q1) = (vt> and Z(Qs) = (hs (-1)) . Set Qs = Qz". We can now prove the following. Proof. We already know (i) and (ii) . Since B C U and C,(P) = <t> (as can be seen in g), we have C,(U) C (t Proof. Clearly H fixes each element of ?I so that, by Lemma 2.14(i), it suffices to examine the action of the elements of Y on ?!Y. By (1.9) we know that ws, wa and u = wq permute the elements of (X(s) j s E O> with the action given by (1.9). Since [oa , u] and [wa , X] lie in H (Lemma 2.14(iii)), we have X(rp = (X(r)w~>" for all r E {a, b, c, d) and x E {z, au} and the statements made about wa hold. Similarly using Lemma 2.14(v), one checks that the statements about wa , u and x also hold and we are done.
Since U=O,(B)and UWnV#{l}=UnVforw~Y,wehave Since ZP E uzzmuH = zH = Hz, (iv) follows. 
